["Mode for mutation" in the natural population of Drosophila melanogaster from Umani is caused by distribution of a hobo-induced inversion in the regulatory region of the yellow gene].
A mutation outburst of the yellow gene occurred in a Drosophila melanogaster population from the town of Uman' from 1982 to 1991 and was associated with the instability of several alleles. Molecular genetic analysis revealed a deletion variant of the hobo transposable element in the same site of the regulatory region of yellow in the mutant alleles and their derivatives. The outburst of the yellow-2 mutations was attributed to the spreading of the X chromosome, which contained an inversion of the yellow regulatory region, through the population. Reinversion resulted in the wild-type phenotype. Crossing lines carrying the inversion with laboratory line C(1)DX, ywf induced instability of the yellow alleles, which was associated with duplication or multiplication of a fragment of the yellow gene. Most derivative lines eventually became stable. The loss of instability was not associated with phenotypic changes; molecular genetic changes included a loss of the duplicated sequences or a deletion of the inverted regulatory region of the yellow gene.